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Lebanon launches ‘vaccine marathon’ to
fight Astrazeneca rumors
Tue, 2021-05-25 21:18

BEIRUT: Lebanon’s Ministry of Health will launch a “vaccination marathon”
next Saturday for people aged over 30 to receive Astrazeneca jabs in health
centers across the country.

In an effort to promote mass vaccination, Lebanese authorities will declare
the province where the largest number of people receive vaccinations as the
winner of the marathon.

A significant number of Lebanese citizens have refused to receive vaccines
produced by AstraZeneca, despite receiving text messages outlining
appointment dates.

It comes after viral news circulated that purported to show dangerous side
effects of the vaccine, including risks of stroke and death.

Reports said that a man died three days after receiving an AstraZeneca
vaccine. However, Hamad Hasan, Lebanon’s health minister, said that an
investigation into the case “is still underway.”

Another eight other people were also reported dead after receiving the
vaccine, but “whether their deaths were linked to the vaccine” is another
question, Hasan added.

A health ministry study estimated that herd immunity reached 42 percent among
Lebanese citizens and about 47 percent among Palestinian refugees in the
country.

“This means that the herd immunity rate is rising to 50 percent, and is
expected to reach about 75 percent in August, with large quantities of
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vaccines expected to be delivered,” said Hasan.

Lebanon is due to receive 2 million vaccines in June and July.

Dr. Abdul Rahman Bizri, head of the National Committee for the Administration
of the Coronavirus Vaccine, told Arab News: “A high percentage of those
registered to take the vaccine refrained from taking AstraZeneca. As part of
our initiatives to encourage people to get vaccinated, we organized an open
day enabling citizens to receive the vaccine without booking an appointment.”

Bizri said that a new Lebanese study showed an improved presence of
antibodies among the population, but that total immunity had not yet been
achieved. “The result should not make us feel reassured, as we need to
continue to abide by the precautionary measures,” he added.

He said: “Lebanon is buying vaccines from the state treasury and will give
priority to Pfizer vaccines.”

Daily COVID-19 case numbers in Lebanon have fallen significantly, with just
150 cases and seven deaths recorded on Monday.

However, Hasan warned against “gradually slipping away from preventive
measures, which will make Lebanon return to the danger zone and the July 2020
scenario, when Lebanon began to lose control.”

During the summer season, Lebanon is expected to receive a surge of
holidaymakers. Hasan warned tourists to avoid repeating the mistakes that
could push Lebanon into a renewed wave of outbreaks.

According to government data, the total number of people who have registered
to receive a vaccine reached 433,889, including 113,179 health workers. The
vast majority of people were from the Beirut and Mount Lebanon regions, while
the number of people registering from the Bekaa, North and South provinces
was much lower.

More than 500,000 registered people have received a Pfizer vaccine, while
only 85,880 received AstraZeneca’s jab. A further 54,105 people received
Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine, and 6,093 Lebanese were inoculated with China’s
Sinopharm.

From February 2020 to Monday, Lebanon has registered 538,668 COVID-19 cases.

“Positive epidemiological indicators continue to improve, with tests
currently positive at 4 percent compared with the previous 22 percent, and
the mortality rate has fallen from nine per 1,000 to nine per 3,000,” Hasan
said.

This week, Lebanon’s health ministry began vaccinating public sector
employees. About 900,000 people have registered on the country’s e-platform,
but are yet to receive a vaccination. The ministry expects that all the
people registered on the platform will receive a first Pfizer dose by the end
of June.



The private sector has helped speed up the inoculation process by vaccinating
employees of companies, institutions, factories and banks, with political
parties also vaccinating supporters.
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UN tribunal for Lebanon runs out of funds as Beirut’s crisis spills overDebt
restructuring could cost up to 134 percent of Lebanon’s GDP, S&P warns

GCC key to peace in Yemen: Kuwaiti
academic
Tue, 2021-05-25 21:54

LONDON: The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is key to peace in Yemen and could
fend off security threats in the war-torn country, a Kuwaiti academic told a
distinguished panel at an event on Tuesday hosted by UK think tank Chatham
House.

An important step in achieving that is making Yemen a GCC member, Bader Al-
Saif said at the event, titled “The GCC at 40: Prospects for the Future” and
attended by Arab News.
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“It’s about time that Yemen is once and for all seriously considered as an
active full member of the GCC. There are synergies that will bring benefits
to both sides of the formula,” added Al-Saif, assistant professor of history
at Kuwait University.

Referring to a 2011 Saudi-led proposal to transform the bloc into a Gulf
Union to counter Iranian influence in the region, he said: “We could bring a
permanent resolution to Yemen if we can tie that track with the track of
acceding Yemen into the GCC.”

At the event, Al-Saif and other analysts detailed avenues through which the
GCC could expand its geopolitical powers.

He said if the bloc wants to push forward to new heights, it needs to have a
stamp in the global arena.

“There’s clearly that appetite from Qatar, the UAE and Saudi Arabia …
Hopefully we can go back to that collective action,” Al-Saif added. “I think
when push comes to shove, they’ll come together and advance certain
initiatives.”
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US Yemen envoy Lenderking to hold talks in Saudi Arabia over Houthi Marib
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Israel defense ministry wants Gaza aid
to bypass Hamas
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JERUSALEM: An Israeli defense official said Monday aid to rebuild the
conflict-battered Gaza Strip must bypass its Islamist rulers Hamas, and
instead flow through an international “mechanism” to reach people directly.
Israel has enforced a blockade on impoverished Gaza since 2007, when Hamas
seized control of the crowded enclave.
Israel argues the measures are necessary to isolate Hamas, considered a
terrorist organization by most Western countries.
The official — who was not authorized to speak publicly on the matter — said
the aid must be managed to rehabilitate Gaza “without posing a threat to
Israel.”
The official, who spoke a day before US Secretary of State Antony Blinken
visits the region, said aid deliveries would have to involve the West Bank-
based Palestinian Authority, which has worked with Hamas in the past to
deliver donations to Gaza.
US President Joe Biden said in a statement that part of Blinken’s trip would
include working on “the coordinated international effort to ensure immediate
assistance reaches Gaza in a way that benefits the people there and not
Hamas.”
Israel pounded Gaza for 11 days with air strikes and artillery, while Hamas
fired more than 4,000 rockets from the enclave, before a cease-fire last
Friday.
Israeli strikes ravaged Gaza’s infrastructure, as well as made at least 6,000
people homeless, the UN’s humanitarian agency says.
Up to 800,000 are without access to clean water in the coastal enclave.
Egypt has pledged $500 million to support rebuilding, while the UN said it
has released $18.5 million for humanitarian aid in Gaza.
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Egyptian mediators hold talks to firm up Israel-Hamas truceUS Secretary of
State Blinken off to Mideast to push peace talks after Gaza truce

Belarus points to Hamas bomb threat in
plane diversion, group rejects claim
Mon, 2021-05-24 21:12

MOSCOW: Belarus said on Monday that a false bomb threat that prompted a
passenger plane to be diverted to Minsk where authorities arrested a
journalist on board, was written in the name of the Palestinian group Hamas.
Authorities released what they said was a text of the bomb alert as officials
sought to defuse a mounting international outcry over what Western capitals
have denounced as an act of “state piracy.”
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Hamas spokesman Fawzi Barhoum denied his group had any knowledge or
connection.
Minsk scrambled a warplane to escort a Ryanair flight on Sunday, flagging a
bomb alert that proved false once the plane had made an unscheduled landing
in Belarus where authorities arrested Roman Protasevich, a journalist
critical of Belarusian leader Alexander Lukashenko.
Western governments are threatening new sanctions against the former Soviet
republic led by authoritarian Lukashenko over the diversion of the flight
from Greece to Lithuania as it flew through Belarusian air space.
In Minsk, the foreign ministry’s spokesman said Belarus had acted in line
with international regulations and a senior transport official read out what
he said was the text of the bomb threat.
“We, the soldiers of Hamas, demand that Israel cease fire in the Gaza Strip.
We demand that the European Union withdraw its support for Israel in this
war,” said the head of the transport ministry’s aviation department.
“There is a bomb on that plane. If you do not comply with our demands, the
bomb will explode over Vilnius on 23 May,” he said.
Hamas spokesman Barhoum said the group “has nothing to do with that
completely.”
The Palestinian movement and Israel are in the fourth day of a cease-fire
after 11 days of hostilities, the worst outbreak in fighting between Israel
and Hamas in years.
“We don’t resort to these methods, which could be the doing of some
suspicious parties that aim to demonize Hamas and foil the state of world
sympathy with our Palestinian people and their legitimate resistance,” the
Hamas spokesman said.
Igor Golub, head of the Belarusian air force, said that the Ryanair crew took
the decision to divert to Minsk itself and that the fighter jet was sent to
escort it only after it turned to fly toward the Belarusian capital.
The Belarusian foreign ministry spokesman said Minsk would guarantee full
transparency in the case and would also be prepared to allow foreign experts
to be involved in an investigation.
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Egyptian mediators hold talks to firm up Israel-Hamas truceKey Palestine
questions stay unresolved as Israel-Hamas fighting in Gaza ends
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